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New book by photojournalist Rick Smolan celebrates 
Robyn Davidson’s legendary camel trek

March 1, 2015:  INSIDE TRACKS: Alone Across the Outback (Sterling 
Publishing) is a bold and beautiful “smart phone enabled” coffee table 
book by photojournalist and New York Times bestselling author Rick 
Smolan, based on one of the most beloved stories in the history of 
National Geographic magazine: 27-year-old Robyn Davidson’s 1700 mile 
camel trek across the Australian outback.

Davidson’s journey from Alice Springs to the Indian Ocean, accompanied 
by just four camels and a dog, inspired her own bestselling book 
TRACKS, a cult classic in the spirit of WEST WITH THE NIGHT and 
OUT OF AFRICA. The book has sold over a million copies, has been 
translated into 18 languages, and is required reading in Australian schools. 

This fall the Oscar winning producers of THE KING’S SPEECH released 
a film based on Robyn’s story – also called TRACKS -- starring Mia 
Wasikowska (ALICE IN WONDERLAND) as Robyn and Adam Driver 
(HBO’s GIRLS) as Smolan.

INSIDE TRACKS celebrates Robyn’s trek with stunning photographs, 
images from the movie and essays by Robyn, Rick and TRACKS director 

WWW.INSIDETRACKSBOOK.COM

For more information, contact: 
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“A remarkable approach 
to an incredible story”

    
       — Publishers Weekly

http://WWW.INSIDETRACKSBOOK.COM


John Curran.  “Of all the books I’ve ever worked on, I think INSIDE 
TRACKS is by far the most inspiring,” said Smolan, who created the 
bestselling “Day in the Life” photography series and whose publishing 
projects often showcase new interactive technologies. “This book is a love 
story, a dog story, and an epic adventure”. 

The book also features a unique smartphone technology, developed by 
HP’s Aurasma team, which enables readers to point to an image of Robyn 
in the book and then immediately see a short clip from the movie triggered 
by that image. Smolan likens it to the newspaper in Harry Potter, where 
you tap on a picture and the person in the photo turns around and speaks to 
you. “For anyone with a smartphone or a tablet, the effect is delightful,” 
he says.

Robyn’s trek began as a pure and (many said lunatic) gesture of 
independence, and quickly turned into an all-out battle of wits, as she 
encountered sweltering heat, wild bull camels, poisonous snakes, and 
dehydration. By the time her little caravan got to the Indian Ocean, she 
had developed a profound empathy for Australia’s indigenous people and a 
deep love for the stark, windswept landscapes of the Australian desert.

Smolan had his own adventure chronicling Robyn’s trek. As a 28-year-old 
fledgling photojournalist sent to document Robyn’s trip for National 
Geographic magazine, this was the assignment of a lifetime. Smolan was 
tasked with tracking Robyn down five times over the course of her nine 
month trek, flying in and out of remote desert landing strips, searching 
desperately for her when everyone thought she’d gone missing, and 
keeping nosy reporters from interfering with her trip. The story became 
one of the most popular in National Geographic’s history, capturing both 
the essence of Robyn’s journey as well as the unique beauty and 
desolation of the Australian Outback.

INSIDE TRACKS features more than 200 images from Robyn’s original 
journey, many never published before, as well as an inside look at the 



making of the TRACKS movie, with scene photographs and excerpts from 
the script. 

Smolan points out that, to this day, people still speculate about Davidson’s 
motivation for her trek.. “Millions of people have read her story and seen 
the new movie, but the first question they always ask is, ‘why did she do 
it?’ It’s the one question that Robyn has never felt the need to answer. 

“To me, what matters most is that she permitted herself to listen to the 
little voice in her head that propelled her to set off on such a risky journey. 
My deepest hope is that INSIDE TRACKS and Robyn’s belief that ‘an 
ordinary person is capable of anything’ will inspire readers to embark on 
their own voyage of self-discovery.”

HOW TO USE THE INSIDE TRACKS SMARTPHONE APP

One of the most delightful components of INSIDE TRACKS is the 
integration of HP’s Aurasma technology.  

Here are a few simple steps…. 

1) Download the FREE Aurasma App to your smartphone or tablet 

2) After you create a Log-in, touch the purple A menu button on the lower 
center of the devices screen. 

3) Select the magnifying glass icon on the lower portion of the screen and 
search for the INSIDE TRACKS “channel”. 

4) Select the "Inside Tracks" channel, and check “follow". 

5) Open the “view finder” (the center icon) and point your device at one of 
the images marked in INSIDE TRACKS 
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